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The impact of red supergiant mass-loss on stellar evolution 

Mass-loss during the red supergiant (RSG) phase is often thought to be a major factor in single-star
evolution, potentially removing the H-envelope to produce Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars and stripped-
envelope supernovae (SE-SNe). However, recent analysis of RSGs in clusters has demonstrated that
quiescent wind mass-loss during the RSG phase is much lower than prescriptions typically employed
in evolutionary models. Importantly, RSG mass-loss is too weak to drive the production of WRs at
initial masses of roughly 20-40M_sun. If single stars are to make WRs and SE-SNe, this shifts the
burden of mass-loss to dust-enshrouded RSGs (DE-RSGs), a group of stars claimed to represent a
short-lived high mass-loss phase towards the end of a star's life. Here, I will discuss our recent work in
which we re-appraise the mass-loss rates of these DE-RSGs with more recent data sets, and show that
if these stars do represent a pre-SN phase of enhanced mass-loss in single stars, it is extremely short-
lived, only capable of removing <2M_sun of material, ruling out the single-star-pathway for the
production of WRs and SE-SN.

Emma Beasor



Ice inheritance in dynamical disk models 

The compositions of planet-forming disks are set by a combination of material inherited from the
interstellar medium and material reprocessed during disk formation and evolution. Indeed,
interstellar-like isotopic/compositional signatures in comets and primitive meteorites support that
some pristine material was incorporated intact into icy bodies in the Solar Nebula. I will present a
new modeling framework designed to evaluate the prospects for interstellar icy material to survive
passage through the disk and incorporation into icy bodies. Beginning with an interstellar ice
structure and composition, we track ice destruction due to UV and heat as dust grains undergo
diffusion, settling, and drift within a protoplanetary disk. We simulated thousands of particle
trajectories spanning a range of grain sizes and initial disk radii in order to explore ice survival
outcomes in different disk regimes. Based on our findings, I will describe a plausible scenario for ice
inheritance, which favors a contribution of icy material sourced from larger disk radii over local comet
assembly. Our results therefore lend chemical evidence to support that pebble drift and accretion
played a role in the formation of Solar System bodies. I will also discuss how survival prospects vary
for different molecules, and implications for the incorporation of prebiotically interesting organics
into comets.

Jenny Bergner 



Dark Matter Daily Modulation With Anisotropic 
Organic Crystals and Beyond

Aromatic organic compounds, because of their small excitation energies $sim mathcal O$(few eV)
and scintillating properties, are promising targets for detecting dark matter of mass $sim mathcal
O$(few MeV). Additionally, their planar molecular structures lead to large anisotropies in the
electronic wavefunctions, yielding a significant daily modulation in the event rate expected to be
observed in crystals of these molecules. We characterize the daily modulation rate of dark matter
interacting with an anisotropic scintillating organic crystal such as trans-stilbene, and show that daily
modulation is an $sim mathcal O$(1) fraction of the total rate for small DM masses and comparable
to, or larger than, the $sim 10%$ annual modulation fraction at large DM masses. As we discuss in
detail, this modulation provides significant leverage for detecting or excluding dark matter scattering,
even in the presence of a non-negligible background rate. Assuming a non-modulating background
rate of 1/min/kg that scales with total exposure, we find that a 100${rm kg cdot yr}$ experiment is
sensitive to the cross section corresponding to the correct relic density for dark matter masses
between $1.3-14;rm{MeV}$ ($1.5-1000;rm{MeV}$) if dark matter interacts via a heavy (light)
mediator. This modulation can be understood using an effective velocity scale $v^* = Delta E/q^*$,
where $Delta E$ is the electronic transition energy and $q^*$ is a characteristic momentum scale of
the electronic orbitals. We also characterize promising future directions for development of
scintillating organic crystals as dark matter detectors.

Carlos Blanco



Advances in Precision Type Ia Supernova Cosmology for the Next 
Pantheon and SH0ES Analyses 

It has now been 5 years since the last main analyses of the Hubble constant and cosmic acceleration
by the SH0ES and Pantheon teams. Since then, both the datasets of cepheid calibrators and Type Ia
supernovae have more than doubled in size. Meanwhile there have also been critical leaps in our
understanding of systematics and improvements to calibration. In this talk I will detail the progress
towards a 1% measurement of the Hubble constant and discuss the upcoming analyses.

Dillon Brout



Obliquity Constraints on the Planetary-mass Companion HD 106906 b 

We constrain the angular momentum architecture of HD 106906, a 13 ± 2 Myr old system in the
ScoCen complex composed of a compact central binary, a widely separated planetary-mass tertiary
HD 106906 b, and a debris disk nested between the binary and tertiary orbital planes. We measure
the orientations of three vectors: the companion spin axis, companion orbit normal, and disk normal.
Using near-IR high-resolution spectra from Gemini/IGRINS, we obtain a projected rotational velocity
of vsini_p = 9.5 ± 0.2 km/s for HD 106906 b. This measurement together with a published
photometric rotation period implies the companion is viewed nearly pole-on, with a line-of-sight spin
axis inclination of i_p = 14 ± 4 degrees or 166 ± 4 degrees. By contrast, the debris disk is known to
be viewed nearly edge-on. The likely misalignment of all three vectors suggests HD 106906 b formed
by gravitational instability in a turbulent environment, either in a disk or cloud setting.

Marta Bryan



Images of Supermassive Black Hole Accretion Flows: Magnetic 
Fields and Inner Shadows 

The Event Horizon Telescope (EHT) has produced images of both total intensity and polarized
radiation from plasma around the supermassive black hole in M87 on event horizon scales.
In this talk, I will discuss what these images tell us about the physics of the black hole accretion flow
and what may be revealed in future images from more sensitive sub-millimeter Very Long Baseline
Interferometry (VLBI) arrays. Polarized synchrotron radiation observed by the EHT probes the plasma
properties and the structure of magnetic fields and near the black hole.
In a large library of simulated images from general relativistic magnetohydrodynamic (GRMHD)
simulations, the only models consistent with both the EHT observations and the observed jet power
from M87 are magnetically arrested accretion disks (MADs), where near-horizon magnetic fields are
coherent and dynamically important. While the jet is most prominent at longer wavelengths, most of
the observed emission in MAD models originates from a relatively thin disk in the equatorial plane.
When equatorial emission extends to the black hole event horizon, the darkest region in the image is
restricted to a smaller area than the classic 'black hole shadow' feature. These models predict that
future high-sensitivity images of M87 could have two gravitational features accessible to direct
observation; a 'photon ring' of strongly lensed images and an 'inner shadow' interior to the photon
ring whose edge approaches the direct lensed outline of the equatorial horizon. Measurements of
the relative size, shape, and position of these two features can break degeneracies in measurements
of the black hole mass and spin using submillimeter VLBI images.

Andrew Chael



The relative contribution to heavy metals production from binary neutron 
star mergers and neutron star-black hole mergers 

The origin of the heavy elements in the Universe is not fully determined. Neutron star-black hole
(NSBH) and binary neutron star (BNS) mergers may both produce heavy elements via rapid neutron-
capture (r-process). In this talk, I will present a study in which we use the recent detection of
gravitational waves from NSBHs, improved measurements of the neutron star equation-of-state, and
the most modern numerical simulations of ejected material from binary collisions to measure the
relative contribution of NSBHs and BNSs to the production of heavy elements. We find that BNSs
likely have produced more r-process elements than NSBHs over the last 2.5 billion years. For NSBH to
produce large fraction of r-process elements, black holes in NSBHs must have small masses and large
aligned spins, which is disfavored by current data.

Hsin-Yu Chen



Updates from the North American Nanohertz Observatory 
for Gravitational Waves 

Millisecond pulsar (MSP) timing — the process of accounting for every rotation of a rapidly spinning
neutron star over long stretches of time — is a powerful tool for probing a wide range of
astrophysical phenomena. Pulsar timing array (PTA) experiments, which aim to detect low-frequency
gravitational waves from supermassive black hole binaries, are just one example of the science
facilitated by MSP timing. In this talk, I will provide an update on the North American Nanohertz
Observatory for Gravitational Waves (NANOGrav) PTA’s "15-year" data release, which is currently
under development, as well as the results from a search for a stochastic gravitational wave
background in the "12.5-year" data release. Additionally, I will highlight some complementary science
results made possible by the NANOGrav observing program, such as a refined mass measurement of
PSR J0740+6620, the most massive neutron star known to date. .

H. Thankful Cromartie



A galaxy formed mostly by star formation in massive, extremely dense 
clumps of gas

I will discuss new Hubble Space Telescope observations of the low-luminosity galaxy NGC5846-UDG1.
With a total stellar mass of 1.2x10^8 solar masses, we find that the galaxy hosts 54 +- 9 globular
clusters, three to four times more than any previously known galaxy with a similar luminosity. Most
importantly, the globular clusters currently comprise ~13 % of the total light in the system. Taking into
account the effects of mass loss from clusters during their formation and throughout their lifetime,
we infer that most of the stars in the galaxy likely formed in globular clusters, and very little to
no "normal'" low-density star formation occurred. I will discuss the result in context with other
globular cluster-rich ultra-diffuse galaxies, and the implications for different modes of star formation
in the early Universe.

Shany Danieli



The dynamic and obscured Milky Way in the near-infrared 

While optical wide-field time domain astronomy has undergone a revolution in the last decade, the
infrared time domain sky remains pristine and unexplored. Yet, the infrared time domain sky is key to
studying eruptive phenomena and stellar variability in the obscured Galactic plane. In this talk, I will
present Palomar Gattini-IR (PGIR), the first wide-field near-infrared time domain survey scanning
15000 square degrees of the sky every two nights. Using a small 30-cm telescope, PGIR is carrying out
the first untargeted census of the dynamic infrared sky, routinely discovering dust obscured Galactic
novae and young stellar outbursts, highly reddened microlensing events and dust forming evolved
stars. I will particularly focus on the exciting synergies between near-infrared surveys and the ongoing
era of X-ray / radio surveys in unveiling the population of accreting neutron stars and black holes in
the Milky Way.

Kishalay De



Supermassive Black Holes in the Early Universe 

The existence of luminous quasars hosting supermassive black holes within the first billion years of
cosmic history challenges our understanding of black hole growth. An important piece of the puzzle is
the lifetime of quasars - the time that galaxies shine as active quasars and during which the bulk of
the black hole growth occurs - but to date its value remains uncertain by several orders of magnitude.
I will present a new method to obtain constraints on the lifetime of quasars based on the sizes of
ionized regions around quasars known as proximity zones. These proximity zones act as a "quasar
clock" and enable us to study the co-evolution of supermassive black holes and their host galaxies
from a new perspective. Surprisingly, our results indicate that black holes can grow several orders of
magnitude faster than previously thought, which provides a potential solution to the long-standing
puzzle of the rapid black hole growth and new insights into galaxy evolution across cosmic time.

Anna-Christina Eilers



Probing the standard cosmological model with the population 
of binary black-holes 

Gravitational-wave (GW) detections are rapidly increasing in number, enabling precise statistical
analyses of the population of compact binaries. In this talk I will show how these population analyses
cannot only serve to constrain the astrophysical formation channels, but also to learn about
cosmology. The three key observables are the number of events as a function of luminosity distance,
the stochastic GW background of unresolved binaries and the location of any feature in the source
mass distribution, such as the expected pair instability supernova (PISN) gap. Given data from LIGO-
Virgo observations, I will present constraints in cosmological modifications of gravity. I will also
discuss future prospects on measuring $H_0$ given a possible population of black holes above the
PISN gap. These novel tests of the standard cosmological model require GW data only and will
become increasingly relevant as GW catalogs grow, specially if multi-messenger events remain
elusive.

Jose María Ezquiaga
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Comparing the populations of X-ray and gravitational-wave black holes 

The origin of the heavy elements in the Universe is not fully determined. Neutron star-black hole
(NSBH) and binary neutron star (BNS) mergers may both produce heavy elements via rapid neutron-
capture (r-process). In this talk, I will present a study in which we use the recent detection of
gravitational waves from NSBHs, improved measurements of the neutron star equation-of-state, and
the most modern numerical simulations of ejected material from binary collisions to measure the
relative contribution of NSBHs and BNSs to the production of heavy elements. We find that BNSs
likely have produced more r-process elements than NSBHs over the last 2.5 billion years. For NSBH to
produce large fraction of r-process elements, black holes in NSBHs must have small masses and large
aligned spins, which is disfavored by current data.

Maya Fishbach
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The relative contribution to heavy metals production from binary neutron 
star mergers and neutron star-black hole mergers 

Astrophotonics is the application of versatile photonic technologies to channel, manipulate, and
disperse guided light from one or more telescopes to achieve scientific objectives in astronomy in an
efficient and cost-effective way. The photonic platform of guided light in fibers and waveguides has
opened the doors to next-generation instrumentation for both ground- and space-based telescopes
in optical and near/mid-IR bands, particularly for the large and extremely large telescopes (ELTs).
Utilizing photonic advantage for astronomical spectroscopy is a promising approach to miniaturize
the next generation of spectrometers for large telescopes and space-based telescopes. In this talk, I
will discuss some of the recent results from our efforts to design and fabricate high-throughput on-
chip spectrometers based on Arrayed Waveguide Gratings (AWG). These devices are ideally suited for
capturing the AO-corrected light and enabling new and exciting science such as large-scale near-IR
galaxy surveys to map the cosmic filaments or characterizing exoplanet atmospheres.

Pradip Gatkine



Stars Stripped in Binaries: from Theory to Observation 

Stars stripped of their hydrogen-rich envelopes via interaction with a binary companion are predicted
to be responsible for most hydrogen-poor supernovae and also constitute two necessary steps in the
formation of neutron stars that merge in gravitational wave events. In addition, because these
stripped stars are the exposed cores of their progenitors, they are so hot that most of their radiation
is emitted in ionizing wavelengths. This can both affect the appearance of bursty star-forming galaxies
and contribute to cosmic reionization. Despite their importance, only one intermediate-mass stripped
star has been published to date. Based on theoretical predictions, we designed an observational
search for stars stripped in binaries in the Large and Small Magellanic Clouds. I will share the first
results from this ongoing survey, including the identification and characterization of a first observed
sample.

Ylva Götberg



A STARFORGE view on the dynamics of star formation 

Star formation (SF) has historically been challenging to model realistically due to the wide range of
physics to account for, including gravity, hydro- and stellar dynamics, magnetic fields, dust, chemistry
and cooling, radiation, and stellar feedback. I will present STARFORGE, the first numerical framework
to simulate SF in GMCs to 1) account for all of these physics in concert, including all important
feedback mechanisms (jets, radiation, winds,and supernovae), 2) predict an IMF from these physics
self-consistently, and 3) simulate the entire gas mass of the massive (10^4+ Msun) GMCs responsible
for most star formation. After briefly reviewing some of the numerical techniques that make this
possible, I will present the results of a representative STARFORGE simulation of a 2x10^4 Msun GMC,
run with our full physics package. The GMC converts 8% of its mass to stars before feedback destroys
it after 7Myr, halting SF and producing an unambiguous IMF sampled by more than 1500 stars. The
IMF bears a strong resemblance to the observed one if and only if feedback is fully accounted for: jet
feedback regulates low-mass star formation and the IMF turn-over, while massive stars' growth must
be further regulated by their winds and radiation. Nearly all massive stars end up in binaries, while
most low-mass stars are single, as observed. I will conclude by summarizing the successes of this new
generation of simulation, while also pointing out some new open problems hinted at by STARFORGE's
failures.

Mike Grudić



LYRA: Cosmological dwarf galaxy formation with inhomogeneous 
Population III enrichment 

I will present the simulation of a 2e9 Msun halo mass cosmological dwarf galaxy run to z=0 at 4 solar
mass resolution with resolved supernova feedback. I will compare three simple subgrid
implementations for the inhomogeneous chemical enrichment from Population III stars and compare
them to constraints from Local Group dwarf galaxies. The employed model, LYRA, is a novel high
resolution galaxy formation model built for the moving mesh code AREPO, which is marked by a
resolved multi-phase interstellar medium, single stars and individual supernova events. The resulting
reionization relic is characterized by a short (<1.5 Gyr) star formation history that is repeatedly
brought to a standstill by violent bursts of feedback. Star formation is reignited for a short duration
due to a merger at z~4 and then again at z~0.2 after sustained gas accretion. Our model z=0 galaxy
matches the stellar mass, size, stellar kinematics and metallicity relations of Local Group dwarf
galaxies well. The dark matter profile does not exhibit a core in any version of the model. We show
that the host halo masses of Population III stars affect the assembly history of dwarf galaxies both in
terms of their initial gaseous collapse and through the accretion of luminous substructure.

Thales Gutcke



Direct imaging of temperate and mature exoplanets with 
MagAO-X and GMagAO-X 

Thousands of exoplanets have been discovered in the past few decades, revealing a remarkable fact:
planets are a common outcome of star formation and are ubiquitous in our galaxy. Direct imaging of
exoplanets allows us to unambiguously characterize their atmospheres. To-date, direct imaging has
been used almost exclusively to characterize young, self-luminous, massive exoplanets orbiting far
from their stars. I will discuss the technical challenges that we have to overcome if we want to enable
characterization of older planets on temperate orbits, including smaller planets, with the next
generation of Extremely Large Telescopes (ELTs). The ELTs could enable the atmospheric
characterization of tens or hundreds of older temperate exoplanets, of which some are potentially
hosting life. I will show how I am implementing solutions for these technical problems on MagAO-X. I
will also give an outlook on GMagAO-X, a direct imaging instrument concept that we are developing
for the Giant Magellan Telescope.

Sebastiaan Haffert



Reconstructing Neutron Star Masses from Metal-poor Stars 

Neutron star mergers (NSMs) are promising astrophysical sites for the rapid neutron-capture ("r")
process, but can they explain the majority of heavy-element material in the Galaxy? One method to
address this question uses a forward approach that propagates NSM rates and yields with stellar
formation rates and compares those results with observed r-process abundances in metal-poor stars.
This talk presents recent work in which we take the opposite approach: utilizing the r-process
elemental abundances in present-day metal-poor stars as the input to reconstruct the past NSMs that
synthesized those elements. This unique analysis provides an independent avenue for studying the
historical population of the binary neutron star (BNS) systems that created the r-process elements
now incorporated in Galactic, metal-poor halo stars. We find that NSMs can account for all r-process
material in metal-poor stars if the mass distribution of the past, merging BNS systems were similar to
the present BNS population in the Milky Way. These results demonstrate the power and utility in
applying metal-poor stars to other studies in nuclear astrophysics, galactic archaeology, and beyond.

Erika Holmbeck



The ANT Problem 

In recent years, sky surveys such as ASAS-SN, ZTF, ATLAS, and others have been searching for and
discovering tidal disruption events (TDEs) at increasing rates. These searches have also resulted in the
discovery of unusual, nuclear flares with observational characteristics whose physical origin is unclear.
While these "ambiguous nuclear transients" (ANTs) can be a confounding element in TDE searches,
they often involve or occur in close proximity to active supermassive black holes (SMBHs). ANTs can
thus be used to study SMBHs and accretion physics in unique ways. In my talk I will discuss recent
observational studies of ANTs, with a particular focus on the extremely luminous ASASSN-17jz, and
highlight why this "ANT problem" can actually be seen as an "ANT opportunity."

Tom Holoien



A 'Quick Look' at All-Sky Galactic Archeology with TESS 

I will present the first ever near all-sky yield of oscillating red giants from the prime mission of NASA's
Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS). By searching over 24 million light curves from the MIT
Quick-Look Pipeline, a total of 158,505 oscillating giants have been detected, which is the largest
asteroseismic sample to date. The seismic measurements of these giants, when combined with
parallaxes from Gaia, gives us the means to construct an unprecedented near all-sky Gaia-
asteroseismology mass map. By examining the spatial, kinematic, and chemical properties of these
giants, I demonstrate the strong potential of TESS asteroseismology for Galactic studies even with
only one month of data. Beyond Galactic archeology, the detection of oscillations in bright, nearby
giants additionally opens up new possibilities of probing stellar astrophysics in well-studied giant
stars.

Marc Hon



The context of planet formation: Mapping the complex environments 
of protoplanetary disks 

Protoplanetary disks are often treated as though they are isolated sites of planet formation. Recent
observations, though, increasingly suggest that this view of planet formation is too simplistic. I will
present new molecular and scattered light maps of large-scale streams and spirals associated with
protoplanetary disks. These observations contribute to a growing body of evidence that
environmental processes, such as late infall and stellar flybys, play an important role in
protoplanetary disk evolution while planet formation is underway. I will discuss the potential
implications for exoplanet demographics.

Jane Huang



The Size, Shape, and Scattering of Sagittarius A* 

The Galactic center supermassive black hole Sagittarius A* (Sgr A*) is one of the most promising
targets to study the dynamics of black hole accretion and outflow via direct imaging with very long
baseline interferometry (VLBI). At 3.5 mm (86 GHz), the emission from Sgr A* is resolvable with the
Global Millimeter VLBI Array (GMVA). These observations have the potential to constrain its ever
elusive primary radio emission mechanism. In this talk, I will give an overview of the first observations
of Sgr A* with the phased Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) joining the GMVA,
and future prospects to constrain key properties of Sgr A*'s accretion flow.

Sara Issaoun



No Photo

Fundamental Cosmology from Galaxy Clustering 

Recent advances in large-scale structure (LSS) theory have opened up new avenues for probing
fundamental physics with the cosmic web. Future galaxy surveys will soon map the Universe with
unprecedented sub-percent precision. I will present tools that can be used to explore LSS at this
precision frontier and to capture information which is not accessible with conventional techniques.

I will outline a program of extracting cosmological information from the shape of the galaxy power
spectra and bispectra. Then I will share the results of my independent analysis of the public data from
the Baryon acoustic Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey. These results include the first-ever
measurements of fundamental cosmological parameters—-including the Hubble constant —- from
the galaxy power spectrum shape.

Mikhail Ivanov
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Cosmological Results from the RAISIN Survey: Using Type Ia
Supernovae in the Near Infrared as a Novel Path to Measure the 

Dark Energy Equation of State

Type Ia supernovae (SN Ia) are more nearly standard candles when measured in the near-infrared
(NIR) than in the optical. With this motivation, from 2012-2017 we embarked on the RAISIN program
with the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) to obtain rest-frame NIR light curves for a cosmologically-
distant sample of 37 SN Ia (0.2 < z < 0.7) discovered by Pan-STARRS and the Dark Energy Survey. By
comparing the higher-z HST data with 43 SN Ia at z < 0.1 observed in the NIR by the Carnegie
Supernova Project, we construct a Hubble diagram exclusively from NIR observations to pursue a
unique avenue to constrain the dark energy equation of state parameter, w. We built a novel optical-
to-NIR distance covariance matrix to derive distance-dependent selection effects in our sample and
find that NIR-derived distances are semi-independent from distances measured using optical light.
We analyze the dependence of our Hubble residuals on the SN Ia host galaxy mass and find a Hubble
residual step of 0.110 +/- 0.041 mag. Combining our NIR sample with constraints from the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB), we find 1+w=-0.01 +/- 0.11, where the error includes both statistical
and systematic errors. The largest systematic errors are the redshift-dependence of our bias
corrections and the size of the NIR mass step. There will be many opportunities to improve this NIR
measurement and better understand our systematic uncertainties by observing larger low-z samples,
developing new light-curve models, improving calibration, and eventually building high-z samples
from the Roman Space Telescope.

David Jones



Neutrino oscillations in core-collapse supernovae 

Core-collapse supernova explosions are powered by neutrinos, yet state-of-the-art simulations do not
account for these particles’ oscillations. The obstacle to doing so is that neutrino flavor evolution is
nonlinear, multi-scale, and far beyond the reach of direct numerical calculation. Basic theoretical
insights are needed to bring the problem into the realm of tractability. This talk will summarize the
current state of our understanding.

Luke Johns



No Photo

Toward predictive models of terrestrial planet atmospheric evolution 

The interpretation of potential biosignature gases, such as oxygen, is contingent upon understanding
the probable atmospheric evolution of lifeless worlds. Here, we present a generalized model of rocky
planet atmospheric evolution to anticipate upcoming observations of terrestrial exoplanets with
JWST. The model can successfully reproduce the atmospheric evolution of a lifeless Earth: it
consistently predicts an anoxic atmosphere and temperate surface conditions after 4.5 Gyrs of
evolution. The model also sheds light on the atmospheric evolution of Venus, and it suggests that a
habitable past climate is consistent with known geochemical constraints. When the planetary
evolution model is applied to imminently observable terrestrial exoplanets such as Trappist 1b-h and
GJ 1132b, the model makes testable predictions of which atmospheres are likely to be abiotically
oxygen-rich.

Joshua Krissansen-Totton



What are the initial conditions of planet formation? 

As high spatial-resolution imaging continues to reveal that filamentary streams at star-forming scales
are contemporaneous with substructure at planet-forming scales, it has become more clear that
understanding the role of the star-forming environment on the dynamical landscape of the planet-
forming disks is necessary for a self-consistent theory of star and planet formation. Traditional models
of disk formation and evolution evolve the protostellar core as a closed system and thus do not
capture the effects of accretion flows from the greater star-forming environment. I will present the
results of hydrodynamic models that account for the anistropy in accretion onto early phase
embedded disks, the probable range of disk architectures, and discuss future efforts necessary for
constraining the initial conditions of disk and planet formation.

Aleksandra Kuznetsova
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Enhancing the formation of massive star clusters in galaxy mergers

Galaxy mergers significantly alter the properties of ISM and star formation activities. Here, I present
high-resolution galaxy merger simulations with explicit star formation and stellar feedback
prescriptions to investigate how galaxy mergers affect the properties of giant molecular clouds
(GMCs) and young massive clusters (YMCs). I find that the mass function of both GMCs and YMCs
becomes shallower and extends to higher masses during galaxy mergers. Consequently, the efficiency
of YMC formation is doubled compared to that in non-mergers. Cluster formation efficiency
correlates positively with the star formation rate surface density, consistent with observations. Most
massive clusters are formed during the first and final coalitions of the mergers. However, YMCs
formed during the final coalition are preferentially located in the innermost region of the merger
remnants, therefore are quickly disrupted due to intense tidal disruption. In contrast, YMCs formed
during the first coalition distribute over a wide range of galacto-centric radii, increasing their survival
rate because of relatively weak tidal disruption.

Hui Li



Radial Constraints from NICER-NuSTAR observations of the 
NS LMXB Cygnus X-2 

Neutron star (NS) low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs) accrete via Roche-lobe overflow from a stellar
companion that is roughly the mass of the Sun. X-rays that originate from a hot electron corona or
emission from the surface of the NS can irradiate the surrounding accretion disk where they are
reprocessed and re-emitted as a series of discrete emission lines superimposed on a reprocessed
continuum, which is referred to as “reflection”. These narrow emission lines are broadened due to
Doppler, general, and special relativistic effects that provide a diagnostic of the location and
conditions of the innermost region of the accretion disk. Since the accretion disk must terminate at or
prior to the NS surface, determining the inner disk radius can provide a limit on the radial extent of
the NS. Cygnus X-2 is a prime source for demonstrating the power of reflection studies to obtain NS
radius constraints since it has an optically determined mass estimate and shows broadened emission
lines. Reflection modeling of X-ray spectra from the combined bandpass and sensitivity of NICER and
NuSTAR indicates that the disk remains close to the NS even as the mass accretion rate changes.
These radial constraints are compared to NS radius measurements from pulsar light curve modeling
and gravitational wave events due to NS-NS mergers.

Renee Ludlam



Revealing Optically-Obscured Dusty Star-Forming Galaxies in the Early 
Universe and Characterization of 2mm-detected Sources 

The 2mm Mapping Obscuration to Reionization with ALMA (MORA) Survey was designed to detect
high redshift (z>4), massive, dusty star-forming galaxies (DSFGs). I will present two, likely high
redshift, sources identified in the survey whose physical characteristics are consistent with a class of
optical/near-infrared (OIR) invisible DSFGs found elsewhere in the literature. We perform an analysis
of all available photometric data to fit spectral energy distributions and estimate redshifts before
deriving physical properties based on our findings. Our results suggest the two galaxies, called MORA-
5 and MORA-9, represent two extremes of the "OIR-dark" class of DSFGs. MORA-5 is a significantly
more active starburst compared to MORA-9 with star-formation rates (SFRs) of ~830 and ~200 solar
masses per year, respectively. Based on the stellar masses, space density, and gas depletion
timescales of these sources, we find evidence supporting the theory that OIR-dark DSFGs are the
progenitors of recently discovered 3<z<4 massive, quiescent galaxies.

Sinclaire Manning



Detection of Water in the Secondary Eclipse Spectrum of the 
Hot Jupiter WASP-77Ab 

Hot Jupiters are compelling targets for thermal emission observations because their high signal-to-
noise allows precise atmospheric characterization. Theory predicts a continuum of thermal structures
and resulting emission spectra for these objects: Planets below Teq~1800 K are expected to have
uninverted atmospheres and display absorption features in their emergent spectra, while those with
1800 K < Teq < 2100 K should have inverted atmospheres and emission features. Ultra-hot planets
with temperatures above ~2200 K are predicted to display blackbody-like spectra because of a
combination of high-temperature effects including water dissociation and H- opacity. However, the
exact temperatures of these transitions depend on the planet’s atmospheric composition and other

parameters.
We present secondary eclipse observations of the hot Jupiter WASP-77Ab (Teq~1700 K) with the
Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Wide Field Camera 3 between 1.1-1.7 microns. The resulting spectrum
shows a water absorption feature, indicating an uninverted thermal structure. We compare the
spectrum to a grid of self-consistent, 1D models and present constraints on the planet’s metallicity.
Additionally, we show that the HST data are in good agreement with high-resolution thermal
emission observations of WASP-77Ab taken by the Gemini-S/IGRINS spectrograph. Finally, we
compare the spectrum of WASP-77Ab to the full population of hot Jupiters observed by HST and find
it fits the population-level trend suggesting compositional differences among the observed planets’
atmospheres.

Megan Mansfield



Fundamental Physics of Dark Matter from Dwarf Galaxy Surveys

Dwarf galaxies are abundant in number and rich in their dark components, and hence serve as an
excellent probe of dark matter. A statistical sample of nearby dwarf galaxies, when combined with a
better understanding of galaxy formation physics, can put solid constraints on the physical properties
of dark matter. I will show recent results from the SAGA Survey, a spectroscopic survey that searches
for satellite dwarf galaxies in nearby Milky Way-like systems, and demonstrate how these results put
our own Milky Way in a cosmological context and teach us new lessons on galaxy formation. I will
then discuss how the technique and data from the SAGA Survey can be applied to ongoing and
upcoming surveys, such as the Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI) and the Rubin
Observatory Legacy Survey of Space and Time (LSST), enabling us to identify a much larger population
of dwarf galaxies in coming years to reveal the fundamental physics of dark matter.

Yao-Yuan Mao



Chasing supermassive black holes at the dawn of the Universe 

Accreting supermassive black holes at the center of galaxies are sometimes capable of powering
extreme relativistic jets. When pointed close to our line of sight, these are called blazars. The jet’s
peculiar orientation makes these monsters shine as bright as a hundred trillion Suns and enables us
to find them at the dawn of time, when the universe was barely 1-2 billion years old. Finding more
such sources and understanding their evolution is key to set robust constraints on the evolution of
jets and supermassive black holes through cosmic time. My PhD thesis has aimed to: (i) find the most
extreme and distant powerful blazars and measure their jet power and black hole mass through
multi-wavelength (radio to gamma-rays) studies; (ii) understand the evolution of this source class. In
this talk, I will present an overview of my thesis, with particular highlight on the most recent results
on the evolution of the most powerful persistent objects in the Universe and perspective for future
work.

Lea Marcotulli
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Transients from Circumstellar Interaction 

Progenitors of core-collapse supernovae can shed significant mass to circumstellar material in the
months--years preceding core-collapse. The ensuing supernova explosion launches ejecta that may
subsequently collide with this material, producing shocks that can power emission across the
electromagnetic spectrum. In this talk I will present recent work modeling the multi-wavelength
emission from such circumstellar interaction, its relation to observed (and predicted) transient
events, and discuss the landscape of interaction-powered transients.

Ben Margalit
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Small Circumbinary Planets - Do They Exist And How Do We Find Them? 

A dozen transiting circumbinary planets have been discovered and they are all large and gaseous (> 3
Earth radii). It is natural to pose the question: do small circumbinary planets exist? I will attempt to
answer this in two ways. First, observationally, I will show the first results from a new search using
the STANLEY algorithm, which was custom-built to account for three-body geometry and dynamics.
Second, I will complement this with a theoretical study on the plausibility of small circumbinary
planets, investigating whether they are imperiled by slow migration speeds through treacherous
mean motion resonances.

David Martin



A 3D View of Planetary Orbital Architectures 

For centuries, astronomers have known that the Solar System is nearly coplanar, as are the systems of
regular satellites, such as the Galilean moons. However, it is still unclear whether or not most
planetary systems have similarly small mutual orbital inclinations. Their inclinations are important to
understand because they have fundamental implications for planet formation theory and population
statistics. In this talk, I will describe our recent efforts to constrain the mutual inclination distribution
of short-period planetary systems by statistically exploiting Transit Duration Variations (TDVs) of the
Kepler planet population. We provide strong evidence for a non-dichotomous, broad, multiplicity-
dependent distribution of mutual inclinations. These results place valuable constraints on the late-
stage formation mechanisms of short-period planets.

Sarah Millholland
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Neutrino-cooled accretion disks 

On August 17, 2017, the LIGO/VIRGO collaboration detected the first gravitational wave signal coming
from the merger of two neutron stars. This groundbreaking discovery, referred to as GW170817,
revealed exciting new insights about how heavy elements, such as gold and platinum, are synthesized
through a mechanism known as rapid neutron capture (r-process). In order to fully understand these
signals, we need to couple observational surveys with numerical simulations of accretion disks
surrounding black holes. Simulating the accretion disk and predicting the composition of the outflows
is a task that requires efficient computing codes that include general relativity
magnetohydrodynamics (GRMHD), neutrino physics and a model for matter at high densities. In this
talk I will present the implementation of a tabulated equation of state that takes care of matter at
high densities and a neutrino leakage scheme that considers the impact of neutrinos into HARM3D, a
GRMHD parallelized code. I'll present tests for both the tabulated equation of state and the
leakage scheme, as well as apply the tools to a magnetized torus.

Ariadna Murguia Berthier



Multi-messenger studies with DESI 

The synergy between gravitational wave (GW) experiments and large galaxy surveys such as the Dark
Energy Survey (DES) and the Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI) is most prominent in the
standard siren method, which has already enabled several measurements of the Hubble Constant. A
standard siren analysis was performed using the only GW event with an electromagnetic counterpart,
GW170817, for the first time. We have later extended the analysis to compact object binary merger
events without counterpart using DES and DESI galaxy catalogs, for which I will present the latest
results. I will also present efforts and plans to follow-up gravitational wave events and IceCube high-
energy neutrino events with DESI.

Antonella Palmese



Bridging insights from semi-analytic and hydrodynamic models 
of galaxy formation 

Constraining the astrophysics of galaxy formation and the fundamental physics of cosmology requires
large sky surveys of both galaxies and the diffuse gaseous cosmic web. Large-volume galaxy
population models are crucial for interpreting data from these surveys, but all such models have
limited predictive power owing to their phenomenological nature. I will describe my recent work on
re-tooling semi-analytic models (SAMs) of galaxy formation to emulate cosmological hydrodynamic
"zoom-in" simulations with the goal of realizing the full potential of both modeling approaches. Both
techniques predict remarkably similar stellar mass assembly histories but dramatically different
underlying gas flow cycles. Dwarf galaxies in SAMs have orders of magnitude higher gas flow rates
and very little circumgalactic gas relative to the simulations. I argue that these discrepancies are
caused by the lack of "preventative feedback" in SAMs and present simple models in which energy-
conserving winds are allowed to shock-heat some fraction of circumgalactic and intergalactic gas to
above the halo virial temperature, effectively preventing accretion as in the simulations. Finally, I will
discuss my planned improvements to the standard model of halo gas accretion, cooling and recycling
so that SAMs can fully leverage observations of the multi-phase circumgalactic medium in both
absorption and emission.

Viraj Pandya



The North Polar Spur puzzle: feedback near vs feedback far? 

The North Polar Spur (NPS) is one of the most prominent features in the radio sky. Understanding its
origin and physical properties is important for accurately modeling the Galactic magnetic field and
CMB foreground subtraction. The distance to the NPS remains controversial. One model suggests that
the structure is a nearby supernova remnant, at about 100 pc from the Sun. A second model posits
that the structure lies at 8 kpc, and has resulted from activity near the nucleus of the Galaxy. This
debate has resurfaced as a result of recent observations of X-rays from the e-ROSITA mission, which
are found to support a Galactic center origin. I will review the arguments in favor of each scenario
and present new constraints on the distance of this structure. I will show how we can obtain accurate
distance measurements by combining stellar polarization and Gaia distances with polarized
synchrotron and dust emission. These comparisons can place constraints not only on the NPS but also
on other prominent features of the radio sky.

Georgia Panopoulou
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Stellar Streams from Beyond the Milky Way 

Stellar streams form as smaller gravitationally bound collections of stars are tidally torn apart by a
more massive galaxy. They have taught us crucial information about the mass distribution of dark
matter in our Galaxy. Thin stellar streams from globular clusters (GCs) are of particular interest in the
search for low-mass dark matter subhalos, which can be used to constrain the nature of the dark
matter particle. To date, no GC streams have been detected in other galaxies than the Milky Way. In
this talk, I discuss prospects for finding thin stellar streams from globular clusters (GCs) in external
galaxies. I present a new code, the “Hough Stream Spotter” (HSS), and apply it to the Pan-Andromeda
Archaeological Survey (PAndAS) photometric data of resolved stars in M31's stellar halo. The HSS re-
discovers all known dwarf streams in M31, and we use the code to blindly identify linear stream-like
structures in the PAndAS data. We report the detection of 27 globular cluster stellar stream
candidates in M31, but argue that these GC candidate streams need to be followed up with deeper
data for confirmation. We demonstrate that the HSS will easily detect GC streams in future Nancy
Grace Roman Space Telescope data of nearby galaxies and discuss how such streams can constrain
the nature of dark matter.

Sarah Pearson



Joint optimization of multiple optical planes in a stellar coronagraph 

Coronagraph design employs advanced optimization methods, specialized for each coronagraph, to
solve the large-scale and often non-convex optimization problems. To make the
design tractable, optimization problems are usually separated in smaller and more
convex sequential stages and individual masks are parameterized with a small number of
hyperparameters to reduce the dimensionality.

We instead aim to solve the original full optimization problem directly. We use the Augmented
Lagrangian Method to reduce the full constrained optimization problem into a series of
unconstrained sub-problems. We then solve each sub-problem using gradient-based non-linear
optimization along with efficient analytical gradients obtained with algorithmic differentiation. We
use periodic relaxations to deal with the inherent non-convexity in the sub-problems. Computations
are performed on GPUs for an additional performance boost.

We show examples of apodizing phase plate coronagraphs, apodized-pupil Lyot coronagraphs,
apodized vortex coronagraphs, and phase-induced amplitude-apodization coronagraphs optimized
with our algorithm, confirming previously known state-of-the-art solutions. This paves the way for
exploration of more exotic optical layouts of future coronagraphs.

Emiel Por



Connecting Planet Formation & Characterization 

A fundamental understanding of planetary histories and characteristics requires an empirical
connection between planet formation and evolved planets—a long-sought goal of astrophysics. This
connection is now increasingly possible due to simultaneous revolutions in the observations of
protoplanetary disks and exoplanet atmospheres. A key step towards relating these observations of
different evolutionary stages is to characterize the composition of material in protoplanetary disks
and relate these properties to the atmospheric composition of planets. In this talk, I will discuss initial
steps that I have taken towards this goal. I will provide evidence that protoplanetary disks are more
than an order of magnitude more massive than previously appreciated, that the detailed properties
of clouds shape observations of substellar atmospheres, and that the physics of modeling clouds
gives a new understanding of the compositional distribution in protoplanetary disks. I will conclude
by briefly discussing avenues for relating planetary properties to the compositional mass inventory in
protoplanetary disks as a function of time in order to develop the observationally validated
framework required to compositionally relate evolved planets to planet formation.

Diana Powell



Formation of satellites in circumplanetary disks - Uranus 

The origin of the Uranian satellite system remains uncertain. The four major satellites have nearly
circular, co-planar orbits and the ratio of the satellite system and planetary mass resembles Jupiter's
satellite system, suggesting the Uranian system was similarly formed within a disk produced by gas
co-accretion. However, the Uranian satellite system is unique in that Uranus is a retrograde rotator
with a high obliquity. The satellites orbit in its highly tilted equatorial plane, a configuration that
cannot be explained by co-accretion alone. In this work we investigate the first stages of the co-
accretion + giant impact scenario proposed by Morbidelli et al. (2012) for the origin of the Uranian
system. In this model, a satellite system formed by co-accretion is destabilized by a giant impact that
tilts the planet. The primordial satellites collide and disrupt, creating an outer debris disk that can re-
orient to the planet’s new equatorial plane and accrete into Uranus' 4 major satellites. We here
simulate giant impacts that appropriately tilt the planet and leave the system with an angular
momentum comparable to that of the current system and suggest alternatives that merit further
exploration.

Raluca Rufu



Cold Gas Content and Baryon Cycling in Subsolar Metallicity 
Galaxies at z~2 

Measuring the interstellar gas content of galaxies offers a valuable probe of galaxy growth processes
including gas accretion, star formation, and outflows. At high redshifts, direct gas mass constraints
exist only for samples of massive metal-rich galaxies. I will present new ALMA measurements of CO
emission from a sample of star-forming galaxies at z~2.3 with moderate masses and gas-phase
metallicities, probing the gas content of sources more typical of the star-forming population at these
redshifts. I will discuss constraints on the metallicity-dependent CO-to-H_2 conversion factor at z>1,
extensions of high-redshift molecular gas mass scaling relations to lower masses and metallicities,
and the implications for baryon cycling parameters including gas accretion and outflow rates in these
sources.

Ryan Sanders
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Modeling turbulent evolution of galaxies 

Robust modeling of star formation and stellar feedback remains among key challenges for galaxy
formation simulations as these processes strongly depend on the small-scale turbulent structure of
the ISM that cannot be resolved even in state-of-the-art simulations of galaxies. I will overview some
of our recent work on galaxy simulations that use an explicit dynamic model for unresolved
turbulence which can be used to model star formation and feedback based on the local properties of
supersonic turbulence in star-forming regions. Such models produce a strong effect on the ISM
structure and spatial correlation of dense gas and young stars on sub-kiloparsec scales. If time
permits, I will also show how numerical details of modeling nonthermal energies (such as small-scale
turbulence or cosmic rays) can also impact the ISM structure and global properties of galaxies.

Vadim Semenov



Internal structure of elliptical galaxies: the missing piece at the 
intersection of Astrophysics and Cosmology 

The internal structure of massive elliptical galaxies hold keys to two important questions: (i) what are
the relative importances of the baryonic processes in these galaxies’ evolutionary history, and (ii)
what is the precise value of the Hubble constant from the strong-lensing time-delay method? A large
sample of galaxy-galaxy lenses — which typically have massive ellipticals as the central deflector —
will be able to provide answers to both of these questions. I will present my ongoing work and a
future roadmap to analyze the largest sample to-date of such lens systems to constrain the internal
structure of elliptical galaxies with unprecedented precision. Developing an automated modelling
pipeline for modeling such a large sample of lenses is an essential step. I will describe a novel
approach to combine machine learning with the traditional method of lens modeling for automating
the modeling procedure.

Anowar Shajib
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Lyman-alpha emission and transmission during the Epoch of Reionization 

The visibility of high-redshift Lyman-alpha emitting galaxies (LAEs) provides important constraints on
galaxy formation processes and the Epoch of Reionization (EoR). However, predicting realistic and
representative statistics for comparison with observations represents a significant challenge in the
context of large-volume (~100 cMpc)^3 cosmological simulations. The Thesan project offers a unique
framework for addressing such limitations by combining state-of-the-art galaxy formation
(IllustrisTNG) and dust models with the Arepo-RT radiation-magneto-hydrodynamics solver. I will
focus on the utility of LAEs and red damping-wing transmission as probes of reionization, which
reveal nontrivial trends across different galaxies, sightlines, and frequency bands that can be modeled
in the framework of covering fractions. In fact, after accounting for environmental factors influencing
large-scale ionized bubble formation such as redshift and UV magnitude, the variation across galaxies
and sightlines mainly depends on random processes including peculiar velocities and self-shielded
systems that strongly impact unfortunate rays more than others. Throughout the EoR local and
cosmological optical depths are often greater than or less than unity such that the exp(-tau) behavior
leads to anisotropic and bimodal transmissivity. Future surveys will benefit by targeting both rare
bright objects and Goldilocks zone LAEs to infer the presence of these (un)predictable
(dis)advantages.

Aaron Smith



Investigating the Signatures of Substellar Ingestion 

What are the observable effects induced by substellar ingestion? Do we have any hope of
unambiguously detecting such signatures? In this talk, I address these open questions, describing my
efforts to unveil stellar hosts that have ingested their substellar companions within open cluster
environments. Such sources will offer valuable constraints to test stellar evolutionary models.
Moreover, they will offer a rare opportunity to directly measure the bulk composition of substellar
companions. I will describe the challenges of modeling the substellar disassociation process,
particularly as it pertains to dense brown dwarf companions. I will review promising engulfment-
derived chemical and rotational tracers. Lastly, to detect these cannibal stars, I will emphasize a need
for targeted photometric and spectroscopic surveys among stars in open clusters.

Melinda Soares-Furtado



Suppressing star formation by tidal removal of cold gas from a high-
redshift post-starburst galaxy 

Recent observations and simulations have demonstrated that star formation in galaxies must be
actively suppressed to prevent the formation of over-massive galaxies. Because new stars form in the
cold molecular phase of the interstellar medium, the current star formation rates of galaxies and their
molecular gas contents are closely coupled. Galactic outflows driven by stellar feedback or
supermassive black hole accretion are often invoked to regulate the amount of molecular gas
available for future star formation, but probably are not the only relevant physical processes in all
galaxies. I will present observations of a massive post-starburst galaxy at redshift 0.7 that recently
concluded its primary episode of star formation ~70 million years ago. ALMA observations reveal that
almost half of the cold gas in the system resides in extended features reaching up to 64kpc from the
galaxy center. The gas features are co-located with prominent stellar tidal tails seen in HST imaging,
and we infer that the gas was removed as part of a merger event between two massive, gas-rich
galaxies. This merger and the accompanying tidal gas stripping are most likely responsible for the
suppressed star formation in this galaxy. We conclude that galaxy mergers can regulate star formation
in distant galaxies by directly removing a large fraction of the molecular gas fuel, a qualitatively
different physical mechanism than the galactic outflows often invoked to quench star formation.

Justin Spilker



The Empirical Evolution of Red Giants 

Different stellar models make somewhat different predictions for the evolution of red giant stars.
With the combination of spectroscopic, astrometric, and asteroseismic data, we can now constrain
empirically the evolution of red giants to better than the range of these models. Using the upcoming
data from the APOGEE-Kepler 3 sample, I will discuss the empirical constraints that can be placed on
the temperature evolution of the red giant branch, as well as the locations of well known features like
the red giant branch bump and the red clump. Finally, I will discuss the implications for our ability to
understand the evolutionary history of our galaxy including the inference of ages from asteroseismic
and chemical diagnostics, and the possibility of making more accurate models.

Jamie Tayar



Unraveling how black holes power explosive outflows with the 
time-domain 

One of the key open questions in high energy astrophysics is understanding how black holes act as
powerful cosmic engines, accreting large amounts of material and expelling matter in the form of
relativistic jets. Time-domain observations now offer a promising new way to address this question.
Through detecting and characterizing rapid flux variability in black hole systems across a wide range
of wavelength/energy bands, we can measure properties that are difficult, if not impossible, to
measure by traditional spectral and imaging methods (e.g., size scales, geometry, jet speeds, the
sequence of events leading to jet launching). While variability studies in the X-ray bands are a staple
in the community, there are many challenges that accompany such studies at longer wavelengths.
However, with recent advances to observing techniques/instrumentation, we can manufacture the
data-sets we need to overcome these challenges. In this talk, I will discuss exciting new results from
fast radio timing observations of several black hole X-ray binary sources. With this work, I will
highlight how we can directly connect variability properties to internal jet physics, deriving
fundamental jet properties from time-series signals alone. Additionally, I will discuss a new global
observing program aimed at obtaining more of these invaluable fast timing data sets, and the key role
that next-generation instruments (e.g., ngVLA, SKA, JWST) will play in driving new discoveries through
this science.

Alexandra Tetarenko
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The Three Dimensional Kinematics of the Low-mass Population 
within the ONC Core 

We present an ongoing program to obtain high-resolution near-infrared spectra using NIRSPEC on
Keck II to measure radial velocities (RVs) for the lowest-mass members (Teff < 3500 K; M < 0.5 M☉)
within the ONC core. These spectra are reduced using a modified version of the NIRSPEC Data
Reduction Pipeline (NSDRP), and forward-modeled using a custom MCMC implementation (Spectral
Modeling Analysis and RV Tool; SMART). We also apply our forward-modeling pipeline to high-
resolution APOGEE spectra to extend our sample beyond 1′ of the core. Our combined sample
includes the largest number of sources to-date with RVs within the ONC core. Using this combined
sample, we examine velocity trends in brightness, effective temperature, and spatial distribution of
the ONC core population. Our results are consistent with the ONC not being virialized, and potentially
indicating a non-spherical potential. Additionally, we observe an elongation along the line of sight
component which is more prominent closest to the core.

Chris Theissen
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Ferrocyanide survival under long wave (300-400 nm) ultraviolet irradiation 
on the early Earth 

Prebiotic lake environments containing ferrocyanide could have fostered origins of life chemistry on
the early Earth. Ferrocyanide, coupled with sulfite or sulfide, can participate in an ultraviolet (UV)-
driven photoredox cycle to generate solvated electrons, which are capable of reducing cyanide to
form all four major building blocks of life: sugars, amino acids, nucleotides, and lipid precursors.
However, longer wavelength UV light (~300-400 nm) causes ferrocyanide to undergo photoaquation
to form pentacyanoaquaferrate, Fe(CN)5H2O. This species can either regain cyanide to reform
ferrocyanide or ultimately lose cyanide ligands, which removes ferrocyanide from solution. Here, we
investigate the longwave (300-400 nm) UV-driven loss of ferrocyanide in aqueous conditions. In
addition to determining the wavelength dependence of the loss of ferrocyanide and the implications
from the UV environment on the early Earth, we also study the effects of pH, temperature, and
concentration. We find that dilute, slightly alkaline solutions of ferrocyanide would degrade
significantly on the order of minutes under the longwave UV radiation expected on the early Earth.
We further determine that the lifetime of ferrocyanide is extended at more alkaline pHs, lower
temperatures, and higher concentrations. Under a reasonable set of planetary conditions, we find
that ferrocyanide persists in irradiated environments for lifetimes ranging from minutes to hours. Our
results can help to determine the constraints implied by the UV-driven loss of ferrocyanide in
prebiotic environments. We assess the potential environmental limits and circumstances that would
allow for successful retention of significant amounts of ferrocyanide in prebiotic lakes, with the goal
of aiding the construction of consistent and plausible circumstances for prebiotic chemistry on the
early Earth.

Zoe Todd
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Studying exoplanetary magnetic fields using radio emission observations 

One of the most important exoplanetary properties is not yet directly detected despite decades of
searching: the presence of a magnetic field. The knowledge of exoplanetary magnetic fields will
provide valuable insights to the planet's interior structure, atmospheric escape, and habitability. In
this talk, I wil¬l discuss my recent study using Low Frequency Array (LOFAR) low-frequency circularly
polarized beamformed observations of the three exoplanetary systems 55 Cnc, Upsilon Andromedae,
and Tau Bootis (Turner et al. 2021). For the Tau Bootis system, we tentatively detected circularly
polarized bursty emission from 14-21 MHz at 3 sigma and slowly variable circularly polarized emission
from 21-30 MHz at > 8 sigma. We will discuss in detail all the arguments for and against an actual
detection. Furthermore, a ∼2 sigma marginal signal is found from the Upsilon Andromedae system
and no signal is detected from the 55 Cancri system. Assuming the detected signals are real, we
discuss their potential origin. Their source probably is the Tau Bootis planetary system, and a possible
explanation is radio emission from the exoplanet Tau Bootis b via the cyclotron maser mechanism.
Assuming a planetary origin, we derived limits for the planetary polar surface magnetic field strength,
finding values compatible with theoretical predictions. I will then discuss the extensive multi-site
campaign I will pursue as a Sagan Fellow to confirm this first detection of an exoplanet in the radio.
Lastly, I will discuss the prospects of a targeted large survey searching for exoplanetary radio emission
using the NenuFAR radio telescope that I will pursue as a Sagan Fellow. These observations will test
theoretical models for the first time with a statistical sample and high sensitivity at the predicted
wavelengths. My Sagan Fellow projects will have broad implications on comparative planetology,
interiors of gas giants, and dynamo modeling and potential habitability of terrestrial planets. The
techniques and lessons learned in this research will be applicable to future radio telescopes (e.g SKA-
low and a lunar array).

Jake Turner
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Imaging Habitable-Zone Exoplanets Around Nearby Stars 

Giant exoplanets on wide orbits have been directly imaged around young stars. If the thermal
background in the mid-infrared can be mitigated, then lower-mass exoplanets in temperate orbits
around nearby stars can also be imaged within the limitations of current observing facilities. This talk
will describe a ground-based mid-infrared observing approach that enables imaging low-mass
temperate exoplanets around the closest stars–including α Centauri, Sirius, and other nearby systems.
Based on 100 hours of cumulative observations with the VLT, this method demonstrated sensitivity to
warm sub-Neptune-sized planets throughout much of the habitable zone of α Centauri A, which is an
order of magnitude more sensitive than typical exoplanet imaging mass detection limits. We’ll discuss
the sensitivity limits and limitations of this observation, its lessons as a pathfinder experiment for
future programs (in particular with the LBT and ELTs), and implications for the future of imaging rocky
habitable-zone exoplanets from the ground.

Kevin Wagner
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Probing the Early Universe with Distant Quasars 

Distant luminous quasars provide unique probes to the formation of the earliest supermassive black
holes (SMBHs), the assembly of massive galaxies and the cosmic reionization. I will briefly review our
ongoing reionization-era quasar survey which yields a sizable sample of quasars at redshift z~7 and
the new redshift record holder quasar at z=7.6, deep into the epoch of reionization. I will also
introduce our on-going follow-up efforts with JWST, HST, ALMA and other ground-based observations
for investigating the properties of galaxies hosting these luminous quasars, characterizing the large-
scale environment of the earliest SMBHs, and constraining the cosmic reionization.

Feige Wang
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Towards Generalized Characterization of Exoplanet Atmospheres 
with Transit Spectroscopy 

The last decade has witnessed a revolution in our understanding of exoplanets through the
procurement of exquisite spectroscopic observations of their atmospheres. Such observations are
routinely interpreted by retrieval tools, frameworks in which an atmospheric model is coupled with
an optimization algorithm. Atmospheric retrievals of exoplanetary transmission spectra have been
able to provide important constraints on various atmospheric properties such as chemical
abundances, information about the presence and structure of clouds and hazes, and characteristic
temperatures, at the day-night terminator region of the atmosphere. Most transmission spectra to
date have been observed for giant exoplanets due to which retrievals typically assume Hydrogen-rich
atmospheres. However, recent observations of mini-Neptunes and super-Earths, and the promise of
upcoming facilities including JWST, call for a new generation of retrieval frameworks that can robustly
address a wide range of atmospheric compositions and related complexities. In this talk, I will present
various considerations for next-generation atmospheric retrieval frameworks that incorporate key
advancements for the agnostic and generalized treatment of exoplanet atmospheres. Additionally, I
will argue about the importance of exploring existing model assumptions and incorporating these and
other critical model advancements to our inference methods.

Luis Welbanks
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Mirror diffusion of cosmic rays in highly compressible turbulence near 
supernova remnants 

Recent gamma-ray observations reveal inhomogeneous diffusion of cosmic rays (CRs) in the
interstellar medium (ISM). This is expected as the diffusion of CRs depends on the properties of
turbulence, which can vary widely in the multi-phase ISM. In this talk, I will focus on the mirror
diffusion arising in highly compressible turbulence in molecular clouds (MCs) around supernova
remnants (SNRs), where the magnetic mirroring effect results in significant suppression of diffusion of
CRs near CR sources. Significant energy loss via proton-proton interactions due to slow diffusion
flattens the low-energy CR spectrum, while the high-energy CR spectrum is steepened due to the
strong dependence of mirror diffusion on CR energy. The resulting broken power law spectrum of CRs
matches well the gamma-ray spectrum observed from SNR/MC systems, e.g., IC443 and W44.

Siyao Xu
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Constraining dynamical formation channels of binary black holes with 
eccentric observations 

Though current gravitational wave detectors have now observed over 50 compact binary mergers, the
dominant formation pathways for these systems is still an open question. One of the most robust and
unique predictions for binary black hole mergers forged in dynamical environments is measurable
orbital eccentricity in the sensitive frequency range of ground-based gravitational wave detectors —
in classical globular clusters, ~5% of mergers will have distinguishably non-zero eccentricities.
However, the promise of constraining formation environments with eccentric detections is currently
limited by our poor understanding of the selection effects that impinge our ability to detect eccentric
signals. By quantifying the selection biases against detecting sources in an eccentric population, I
show that the robustness of eccentricity distributions from globular clusters allows for a small
number of eccentric detections (or lack thereof) to significantly constrain the contribution of
dynamical channels to the full population of binary black holes. Given the current catalog of
gravitational waves, a single eccentric detection indicates that more than 25% of detected binary
black holes originate from dynamical environments (90% credibility). After 100 binary black hole
observations, no bonafide eccentric detections indicates that globular clusters cannot explain the full
binary black hole merger rate.

Michael Zevin
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Scaling K2: Exploring planet demographics trends with stellar metallicity 

Over the course of several years the Kepler mission continuously collected photometric data from a
single patch of the sky, providing a homogenous set of transiting exoplanet detections. This catalog
remains the gold standard for transiting exoplanet demographics studies. However, 18 additional
fields of data, sampling a variety of Galactic latitudes, were collected following the malfunction that
led to the end of the Kepler prime mission. Better known as the K2 mission, these fields provide a
unique opportunity to understand how exoplanet occurrence is affected by Galactic latitude, stellar
metallicity, and stellar age. With a fully automated pipeline now able to detect and vet transit signals
in K2 photometry, we can measure the sample completeness and reliability, forming the Scaling K2
planet catalog. Correspondingly, I will present the first uniform analysis of small transiting exoplanet
occurrence outside of the Kepler field. With a wider dynamic range of stellar parameters now
available with K2, I will discuss the observed planet hosting stellar metallicity trends and the
underlying implications for planet formation and system dynamics.

Jon Zink
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A New 3D View of Star Formation in our Solar Neighborhood 

Until recently, much of our understanding of the star formation process was based on 2D
observations of young stars and dust or spectral-line observations of gas. Distance measurements
needed to turn the 2D sky into a 3D physical picture of the stars and interstellar clouds that form
them were few and far between. However, the rise of Gaia and large photometric surveys — in
combination with new data science and visualization techniques — is quickly changing the landscape.
I will show how 3D dust maps have received a huge distance resolution boost from Gaia, enabling
never-before-seen 3D views of our solar neighborhood. In particular, I will present a new analysis of
the 3D spatial structure of local molecular clouds. I will also show how the formation of a subset of
these clouds can be linked to the expansion of a previously undiscovered feedback-driven
superbubble, providing strong observational support for the long-hypothesized theory of supernova-
triggered star formation in our Milky Way.

Catherine Zucker






